Queer hymn collection offers ‘much-needed’ resource for LGBTQ+ Anglicans and allies

Matt Gardner

Music played a healing role for many Anglicans after an amendment to the marriage canon that would have recognized same-sex marriage failed to pass at General Synod 2019. After the vote in Vancouver, queer youth delegates sang a round affirming the need to “love each other, love yourself and love your God” and were joined in song by many supporters. The next day, they sang the same round in protest outside Christ Church Cathedral, where the primatial election took place.

Now a new resource offers further potential for music as a source of affirmation and inclusion. On July 16, three days after the vote at General Synod, the Hymn Society in the United States and Canada released a new hymn collection, Songs for the Holy Other: Hymns Affirming the LGBTQIA2S+ Community. Produced by a volunteer committee from the Hymn Society; an ecumenical non-profit association that seeks to promote congregational singing, Songs for the Holy Other includes almost 50 “queer hymns” by and for individuals who identify with the LGBTQ+ community and their allies. The collection is available for download at the Hymn Society website. Individuals and congregations can use the resource free for 60 days, after which they are asked to use One License or Christian Copyright Licensing International (CCLI), or to contact individual copyright holders.

Sydney Brouillard-Coyle, music director at St. Paul’s Anglican Church in Essex, Ont., and a current music student who identifies as gender-non-conforming, queer and asexual, praised the release of Songs for the Holy Other. “I definitely think it was very much needed for them to release it so soon after General Synod,” Brouillard-Coyle says. “Just looking through the music and the lyrics, it’s an amazing resource that is temporary.”

See LGBTQ+ HYMNAL, p. 13
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‘The Jesus movement’: People or institution?

An interview with Episcopal Church Presiding Bishop Michael Curry

Joelle Kidd

Bishop Michael Curry is the 27th and current presiding bishop of the U.S.-based Episcopal Church. Curry garnered international attention in 2018, when he preached at the wedding of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle. His animated sermon even inspired an homage by Kenan Thompson on Saturday Night Live’s “Weekend Update.”

The bishop sat down for an interview with the Anglican Journal during the meeting of General Synod in Vancouver to speak about the health of the church, cross-border church relationships and his post-royal wedding fame. The interview has been edited for length. What are your impressions of General Synod?

The General Synod really is a gathering of deeply faithful people who are committed to this church—to the Anglican Church of Canada, no question about that. But the

See CLOSER TO JESUS, p. 6

Election resources go ecumenical

Matt Gardner

Anglicans casting a ballot in Canada’s federal election on Oct. 21 will find a range of ecumenical resources to help them learn more about the issues and converse with candidates.

A letter released in September, signed by leaders of the Anglican Church of Canada and Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada (ELCIC), encourages participation in the election and directs Anglicans and Lutherans to resources from the Canadian Council of Churches (CCC) and Citizens for Public Justice (CPJ) to help decide their vote. The use of resources from ecumenical

See GUIDES, p. 15
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Thank you.
Before the clock runs out of time

A resolution passed by General Synod ‘will truly challenge people’ in the church to address earth’s climate emergency, writes Brynne Blaikie—youth delegate and co-author of Resolution C003.

By Brynne Blaikie

ON JULY 9, I asked my fellow youth delegates to raise their hands if they believed climate change was a real, serious and important issue. Everyone’s hand went up, and I continued to discuss with everyone in the room if they were interested in putting forward a resolution on climate change. Before I could finish expressing some of the points I wanted the Anglican Church of Canada to affirm, many people around the room expressed an interest in helping write, move and second our potential resolutions.

And so, with help from new friends, I began to write up the resolutions while providing some background information for both documents. As a group, we decided to present our ideas in two separate resolutions: C003 and C004.

A week later, I stood before a roomful of General Synod delegates to formally introduce the first of our two resolutions. While the entire speech can be found online, I would like to reiterate one key point. Resolution C003 may look simple upon first glance, but the resolution will truly challenge people. So I wanted to make sure everyone took a moment to think about what they were committing to. For the future of this planet, everyone needs to commit to helping prevent climate change from advancing.

My seconder, Alexa Wallace, continued with another very important point. We did not want the members of synod to vote in affirmation of our resolutions simply because it was the youth putting the resolution forward. We wanted everyone to vote in favour because of the fear we have over our futures, our kids’ futures and our grandkids’ futures. We wanted everyone present in that room to pass this resolution so that the earth could thrive in the future.

By passing Resolution C003, Anglicans have affirmed that it is our duty to safeguard creation and sustain and renew the life of the earth. We can do this by cutting out single-use plastics in our churches, using more efficient lighting, reducing emissions wherever possible, looking into carbon offsets and so much more.

It is amazing how quickly these lifestyle changes become built into one’s mindset. I have already begun reducing my impact by paying attention every time I get a drink or go to the grocery store—to not take that plastic straw, to bring my own reusable containers, to not use that plastic bag just because it is handy. I hope that others start to pay attention, too.

Unfortunately, as the clock ran out of time, we did not get to bring our second resolution (Resolution C004) to the floor. While this will end up in the hands of the Council of General Synod, it will be too late for Anglicans to act upon by the time they next meet. The second resolution is extremely important in raising awareness on the climate emergency, and it is time-sensitive. It calls upon the church to:

- Encourage individual Anglicans to make the climate emergency known to all candidates in the upcoming provincial and federal elections as a priority.
- Encourage dioceses and parishes to support and participate in the global climate justice rallies occurring for young Canadians on Sept. 20, 2019 and for the wider Canadian community on Sept. 27, 2019.
- I ask all of you to pledge yourselves to these two commitments. Though the rallies have already happened, you can still show support by seeking out future events fighting climate change. Furthermore, if you read this after the provincial and federal elections, you can still adapt clause 1 of Resolution C004 into your lives. We can do this in part by writing letters and calling our local politicians.
- Resolution C004 does not ask anyone to support any particular political party. Instead, it asks us to put pressure on all candidates, in order that politicians make the climate emergency a priority during their terms. I believe we can truly make an impact if we stand together in solidarity.
- If we adhere to Resolutions C003 and C004, we could send shockwaves through our Canadian community and hopefully the world. Quite often, big movements like this create a domino effect. First those at synod and those reading this will start to act against the climate emergency. Next, with our encouragement, our friends and families and parishes will join the fight, and thus it will grow into a Canada-wide movement.
- I owe many thanks to the other youth involved with our encouragement, our friends and families and parishes will join the fight, and thus it will grow into a Canada-wide movement.

Brynne Blaikie is an undergraduate student finishing her bachelor of science in astrophysics. She attends St. George’s Anglican Church, Winnipeg.
Challenges draw Trinity and Wycliffe closer

As times change, two familiar seminaries are changing with them

Matt Gardner  
Staff Writer

Among the various display booths spread throughout the Sheraton Vancouver Wall Centre at General Synod 2019, guests and delegates passed one that bore testament to a new spirit of collaboration between two prominent Anglican seminaries in Toronto.

Having previously shared a display booth at the Toronto diocesan synod in November 2018, Trinity College and Wycliffe College agreed to do the same the following July at General Synod. But the increased partnership between the two colleges isn’t merely symbolic.

All Anglican students at Trinity and all Anglican MDiv students at Wycliffe are now required to take a joint required course in Anglican liturgy—the first course of its kind at the schools, taught by staff members from both Trinity and Wycliffe.

Christopher Brittain, dean of divinity at Trinity, says the shared display space at General Synod was “partly to save money, but also partly to make a statement to our church.”

“It’s like, ‘No, we’re not exactly the same, but we’re not rivals and competitors who don’t recognize each other as fellow Anglicans and fellow colleagues in the life of the church.’ We did that at General Synod, and I think we’ll probably continue to do that,” Brittain says.

“We recognize that these are tough times, not only financially, but also ideologically and emotionally,” he adds. “So we’re trying to do our part to be good stewards of our resources, but also good pastoral leaders to model how we think the church should work together in these challenging times.”

Challenges facing theological education are in large measure a reflection of broader struggles facing the Anglican Church of Canada.

In recent years, Trinity College has seen a declining enrolment of students, which Brittain says is directly related to declining membership and finances in the church.

“If you have fewer Anglicans in the pews, you’re going to have fewer individuals feeling called to the ministry to serve these communities. … The decline in finances of the national church, or of the local diocese, and even local congregations, means there’s less and less money available to support theological education. So donations go down [for] Trinity College. Donations to student bursaries go down. The number of dioceses that are able to give money to their students to support them as they study is going down.

“Just like the churches are struggling with resources, increasingly theological education is struggling with financial resources and also with people.”

At Wycliffe College, Principal Stephen Andrews maintains that “our enrolments remain strong” and that the college has a “loyal network of support.”

Andrews says that Wycliffe is the largest Anglican Theological college by enrolment in North America, which he attributes to serving a broad evangelical constituency. The majority of students at Wycliffe today, 60%, come from other churches and denominations, though 90% of its faculty attend Anglican churches.

For Wycliffe, some of its main challenges relate to the changing nature of theological education in general. Like Trinity and other theological schools, Wycliffe has seen a growth in online and part-time enrolment.

Since the 1970s, Wycliffe has been a member of the Association of Theological Schools (ATS), which sets standards for the MDiv degree. Those standards are set to change in the near future. ATS is likely to adopt new MDiv standards that will do away with a one-year residency requirement and reduce credit requirements—a change that Wycliffe views with some trepidation, since much of its education model revolves around community formation through residence and chapel life.

In response, Wycliffe has increased its efforts to find avenues for formation in a remote context. The school is currently looking at developing a “cohorted” experience for part-time students living outside of Toronto, in which a group of students can come together under the supervision of a tutor.

The increase in part-time and online students marks a significant change from the dominant model of theological education in the past. For more than a century after Trinity and Wycliffe were founded, respectively in 1851 and 1877, the majority of students were expected to be “unmarried men looking for their first career” who would live in residence on campus, as Brittain describes the old model at Trinity.

Today, the student body is considerably more diverse and includes an increased number of women, non-Anglicans and international students. At Wycliffe, women now outnumber men at the master’s level; 30% of MDiv students are non-Anglican; and 30% of the student body as a whole come from outside Canada. Trinity has also expressed a desire to recruit more non-Anglican and international students.

Meanwhile, the average age of students is trending upwards. Ten years ago at Wycliffe, the average student was in their 20s, while today they are in their 30s. At Trinity, students are now more likely to have families and previous vocational careers and experiences.

With the changing role of the church in society and increasing diversity of the student body, many theological distinctions between Trinity and Wycliffe have receded in importance.

Traditionally, Trinity was associated with the “high church” or Anglo-Catholic tradition, and Wycliffe with “low church” or evangelical Anglicanism. Where the former would have a greater emphasis on ritual—with incense, coloured stoles and candles—the latter would have seen priests wearing black scarfs with no candles in sight.

“Where the former would have seen organised preaching, the latter would have seen one-to-one conversations with God in the privacy of a quiet room,” Brittain says.
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A recent Tel Aviv University study found that last year saw the highest number of Jews murdered in antisemitic attacks in decades.

In ‘reconciliation,’ we tackle hatred together

General Synod’s decision to approve a ‘Prayer for reconciliation with the Jews’ on first reading demonstrates how Jewish- Anglican relations can bear lifegiving, lifesaving fruit, writes Rabbi Adam Stein

By Rabbi Adam Stein

A THE RECENT General Synod, I had the pleasure of speaking from what we in Judaism call the “bima”—literally the “stage.” I sat next to extremely kind and welcoming incoming and outgoing primates—Archbishop Linda Nicholls and Archbishop Fred Hiltz, respectively—and the Rev. Gordon Maitland, national chairman of the Prayer Book Society of Canada. As Bishop Bruce Myers stood at the podium explaining the prayer he was proposing to change, I looked out at the rapt audience at the synod and smiled.

I had spent several weeks working with Bishop Myers to plan our presentation, and I was aware that it was a truly amazing moment. A bishop inviting a rabbi to share his thoughts on a prayer “For the conversion of the Jews”—offensive content for Jews throughout our historical relationship with Christianity—and the proposed replacement: a Prayer for reconciliation with the Jews.” Wow. When I took the podium and shared some words, a few meaningful images and even a laugh or two, I felt truly welcomed by the dedicated Anglicans gathered in Vancouver.

I was there on behalf of the Canadian Rabbinic Caucus, representing my fellow rabbis from around Canada. The Canadian Rabbinic Caucus (CRC) is the only national organization that unites rabbis from across the spectrum of Jewish practice in Canada. As an affiliate of the Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA), the CRC plays a key role on behalf of the organized Jewish community of Canada in fostering interfaith relations—including with our Anglican friends.

During the process of seeking to replace this prayer, the CRC was approached by the national leadership of the Anglican Church of Canada to provide guidance and constructive feedback on the details of the church’s revised prayer, which we were very pleased to offer. We are humbled to have played a role in this historic development, which is a natural and logical culmination of decades of growing Jewish-Anglican ties.

The Anglican church has made a significant effort, particularly since the 1980s, to acknowledge and tackle the issue of Christian antisemitism. Examples include the removal of a supersessionist Good Friday collect from the Book of Common Prayer in 1992 and the powerful document From Darkness to Dawn (Christian post-Holocaust reflections on antisemitism), published in 1989 and reprinted and disseminated again in 2015 through the active leadership of Bishop Myers. The decision to transform the prayer for the conversion of Jews into a prayer for reconciliation with the Jews, which repents for historical antisemitism among Christians, is a testament to this wonderful trend.

The church has spoken out strongly about the rise of antisemitism, including the neo-Nazi rally at Charlottesville (when the Anglican church partnered with the Jewish community on an interfaith statement of solidarity against hate) as well as the horrific attack at Pittsburgh’s Tree of Life Synagogue, following which the church spoke out and stood with us to mourn the victims. That attack hit home for so many of us in the Jewish community; my synagogue’s senior rabbinic colleague is from Pittsburgh, and I have friends and colleagues who live shockingly close to where the attack took place. Interfaith support was thus all the more significant.

We were very grateful that the church’s leadership brought the upsetting prayer’s removal to a vote at the 2016 General Synod. Unfortunately, while it received majority support, it was one vote short of reaching the critical mass needed to pass that year. However, we understand the complexities involved in that vote, and, in a way, it was a blessing in disguise. While the original proposal was simply to remove the older prayer, the new proposal, after a deep and fruitful process, led us to the beautiful and powerful new prayer.

The church leadership’s steadfast work in advancing this issue just goes to show how important it is to them—past and current primates, Bishop Myers, Fr. Maitland—and for that we are exceptionally grateful. It is incredibly heartening to see that the 2019 General Synod offered near-unanimous support for the new prayer. While this work will not be complete until the 2022 General Synod votes on a second reading of the proposed change, we are confident the new prayer ‘For reconciliation with the Jews’ will be ratified at that time.

The timing of this decision is poignant. A recent Tel Aviv University study found that last year saw the highest number of Jews murdered in antisemitic attacks in decades. The Jewish community is experiencing a sense of vulnerability that, at least here in North America, is perhaps unprecedented—due in no small part to the two fatal shooting attacks on synagogues in the United States in the past year. By replacing the prayer for conversion with one of reconciliation and acknowledgement of the history of Christian antisemitism, the Anglican church has sent a compelling message to the Jewish community that you stand with us at this worrisome time. As both a rabbi and a Jewish parent who is concerned for the kind of society in which my children will live, this is deeply appreciated.

The Anglican Church of Canada’s decision to revise this prayer in such a significant way is just one piece of evidence among many that this is a warm and growing relationship, one which will only enable our communities to further engage on other issues of common cause in a fruitful manner.

Rabbi Adam Stein is associate rabbi of Congregation Beth Israel in Vancouver, B.C.
**Putting down roots through discernment**

By Linda Nicholls

T HIS AUGUST, as I sat on the shore of an Ontario lake in the summer sun, I felt a sense of eternity in the granite rocks, the tall pine trees and the rhythms of nature. Every summer I delight in the natural world, which grounds me in its rhythms that adapt and change yet remain true to their purpose—for that is our calling, too.

Our world is facing rapid change in every sphere of life. Globalization, migration, technology, climate change, employment patterns and economic upheaval touch our lives directly. Meanwhile, we are deluged with impacts felt around the globe through instant and constant communication. As complexity increases, the desire for simple answers polarizes communities, making the other “side” an enemy. We live in the midst of the pressures to choose a side and ignore the nuances and complexity of human life in our decisions. Such pressures raise a question: What is our call as Christians?

Our call is the practice of discernment rooted and grounded in the purposes of the Creator, not only for us but for all humankind. The Great Commandment—

> to love God with heart, soul, mind and strength and love your neighbour as yourself—is the starting place. By keeping our focus here and on the depth of God’s love for all creation, our discernment begins.

Some years ago, on a sabbath leave from parish ministry, I felt drawn to the spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius, who developed a practice of intensive prayer focused on the life of Jesus in the scriptures. Bringing my life into dialogue with Jesus in prayer cut through procrastination and self-justification. It clarified where confusion was needed and helped discern next steps. It was a profound experience of deepening my roots in God so that decisions were more clearly aligned with God’s purposes. It also invited me into a deep intimacy with Jesus that continues to sustain my prayer life and discernment today:

> A continuous practice of discernment, rooted in God’s vision for the world, is essential for us. That discernment requires a willingness to know God and be known by God so that we may know what we are called to do and be. We are invited to root ourselves in God’s purposes and to be open to new possibilities. This is not just an individual task. It is also a communal one, as we need the perspectives and insights of others to help us see and understand how God is known to them in ways we had not considered. It is an invitation to discipleship that embraces our lives fully.

Although this sounds simple, it requires commitment to the disciplines of the Christian life that we were called to in our baptism—reading scripture; prayer; self-examination and repentance; worship and community life; and daily actions to love others and God’s creation. Whenever I find myself floundering in the chaos of impending decisions, I know I must first return my focus to God’s purposes, then listen to others—including those with whom I might disagree—and finally choose a course of action that will draw me closer to God and God’s vision for all. This is the work of discernment as a disciple of Jesus Christ. It is the work of putting down deep roots in God (Psalm 1). It is our work in a federal election. It is our work in daily life.

It is our work as a church.

Archbishop Linda Nicholls is primate of the Anglican Church of Canada.

---

**Education and formation: A new frame for a new world**

By Mark MacDonald

A SIMPLE AND heartfelt acceptance of the present reality of the church’s relationship with the broader culture would bring massive, transformational changes to our educational efforts. Christendom—the era of a strong mutual relationship of the church, as an institution, with Western governments and culture—is over. Though it needs to be said that this relationship was quite harmful to many inside and outside of the church, many in the churches of a Western cultural framework seem to miss that relationship. Perhaps this is why some churches appear to resist acknowledging the reality of change by a thorough reform of educational practice.

Like many raised in the last gasps of Christendom, I attended schools, took part in after-school activities and absorbed media that, especially early on, reinforced much of the moral message of my family and church. This was as expected. My basic spiritual and moral formation was left to the broader culture—with both its faults and benefits—while the distinctive practices and beliefs of my denomination were discussed in the very brief time we spent in Sunday school.

Even though the reality of the church’s relationship with the broader culture has changed dramatically, much of the practice of Christian education and formation has remained the same, with very few effective differences. The revelation of some of the institutional evils of the past contributes to a reluctance to be too forceful with our message and our practice, even among ourselves. We seem to have lost nerve instead of finding repentance. Our education and formation suffer.

The insistence of many Indigenous Christians that we must rediscover discipleship is born in the sense of some of this reality. For all of us in the church, this post-Christendom reality is a call to believe, live and practice the radical love of Jesus. That call demands a deep and vigorous commitment to a form of Christian education and formation. We are no longer propped up by the institutions of our broader culture. Today, we are called to a Jesus-inspired life that, informed and shaped by the gospel, effectively lives and embodies the world which Jesus promised is coming.

Archbishop Mark MacDonald is national Indigenous archbishop of the Anglican Church of Canada.

---

**Our rules exist for a reason**

The Council of General Synod has been tasked with reviewing the governance system of our church. It appears to me that the people calling for review and revision are those who feel they “lost” the motion to amend the marriage canon. If the call for change had been made at previous synods or on previous motions, I would not think that this call was a knee-jerk reaction to an unfavourable result. I seem to hear, “If we don’t get a change we want, let’s change the system until we do,” which is hardly an appropriate proposition in a rational organization such as ours.

If the idea to be promoted is that a simple majority govern, then the bishops would have no say, the clergy only a bit more and the laity possibly all. We are an ecclesiastical church, so such a change would give a result which would seem to run counter to our basic identity. Of course, there is the possibility of a simple majority in each order, but simple majorities on major issues can cause havoc.

Significant changes need a high standard. When fundamental changes are proposed, a two-thirds majority, or thereabouts, is both the practical and the commonly used criterion. Call that the “local option”—our middle way.

Leave well enough alone—we could get into dangerous territory if we mess with what has worked well for us.

May God continue to bless our church with wisdom.

The Rev. Derek Perry
Kitchener, Ont.

Some rules are arbitrary

I have been particularly intrigued by those who cite scripture or church rules to defend their position against same-sex marriage. It seems to me that the hard task that Christians set for themselves is not about blindly following rules or traditions. It is instead about living a loving life. That means taking the time to consider all the consequences of one’s actions on ourselves and others and then doing one’s best to decide in the most loving and just way.

Injustice arises when one is denied an opportunity for no other practical reason than who they are. What makes this continuing controversy so hard to understand is that in a context between injustice and an arbitrary rule, that an arbitrary rule would win. As for scripture, try Luke 6:11.

Nevertheless, I take heart—and I hope that same-sex couples take heart—that the bulk of the church is already choosing justice.

Ed McDonough
Toronto, Ont.
It's unselfish.
of the other,
not just the
helped me to be a Christian was, they taught
not putting that down. But what helped me to
that world helped me to be a Christian, so I'm
weakest, frankly, the more aligned it is with the
church has always been strongest the closer it
Pilate couldn't stop him. And the secularization of
by the fact that it is eternal, and it is uncreated.
that one can do?
uncreation.
and the Anglican Church of Canada and the
and the Anglican Church of
I think that movement, that closeness, people
gathering around this Jesus, is what he's
talking about in Matthew 16, when he says,
Thus Peter, and on this rock I will build
my church and the gates of hell will not prevail
against it.” That's the movement—not being an
institution. He wasn't talking about institution,
it was talking about people gathering around
him and following his way.
There are some institutional realities that
are important, and there are some things that
we do that take institutional embodiment,
so that isn't anti-institutional. But when our
consciousness of being Christian is dependent
on our institutional forms, then we've missed
the point. We've substituted the outward form
for the inward reality—and it's the inward
reality that endures.
There's a collect that prays that we “hold
to things eternal, even as we pass through
things temporary.” That is what we must do.
Hold fast to that which is eternal, and we can
handle whatever is temporary.
By the way—do you see and how would you
like to see—the Anglican Church of
Canada and the Episcopal Church working
Together?
Oh, a good question. I think we can
continue a lot of the work we've been doing.
I mean, the four-way relationship between
the two Luthern churches, Canada and the U.S.,
and the Anglican Church of Canada and the
Episcopal Church—that relationship, just that,
has been real fruit.
And then just sort of the—not informal,
but just various relationships. I remember a
couple of years ago, the bishops who were both
on the borders of the two countries—I know the
Detroit/Windsor gang, and the Ontario/New
York—they were gathering together pretty
regularly, and I know that span of some other
week, some other relationships.
And then we share some ministries. The
program for training the new bishops, we do
that together. Things like that need to continue
and deepen. I think they will.
What will be interesting is the relationship
between our two peoples—I mean, the actual
people in the pews, so to speak. Not just clergy,
not just bishops. I think some of that happens
when people are physically present. I grew up
in Buffalo, N.Y. In this church I grew up in,
it seems there were always Canadian
priests who were serving there, over the years.
I remember, about those years ago, I think it
was, when we were involved in Standing Rock,
with the Sioux Nation, because of a pipeline
drilled through Sioux land. I went to Standing
Rock at the request of the church there,
because there are some Episcopal churches on
the reservation.
At that same time, Archbishop Fred [Stith]
threw a letter of prayerful support for the
Sioux Nation, and when they asked me to
address the gathering, the camps, I excerpted
that letter and said, “Our brothers and sisters in
Canada stand with you, there is a great host around you.”
You know, I think of some of the
relationships over the years with indigenous
people—I mean, the borders between our
two countries are pretty artificial. Tribal
connections are not really related to those
actual borders. There may be, as the years
go on, ways that we can help each other in
ministries in indigenous communities. I can
imagine the possibilities.
What does this mean for the Anglican
Communion for all of our struggles—and
you're real—but it does pull us out of our
personal, particularly national, confusions,
and call to higher ground. And that higher
ground down to the line level.
That's the one thing about authentic,
genuine love—it's unselfish. It's self-sacrificial.
It's the good and the welfare of the other, not
just the welfare of the self. That kind of love
knows no borders. It knows no race, it knows
no social class, it knows no sexual orientation.
I mean, you can go through the list. That kind
of love breaks down every barrier or difference
that can divide—as well as just differences
that are beautiful. It knows no boundaries.
And I think that's why the hymns writer said,
"In Christ, there is no east or west. That's the
message we proclaim. I have a feeling that's
a message this temporary world needs.
Over the years, every once in a while, I've
got a notion from someone here in Canada,
not saying, “You were prayed for in Eucharist
today.” Sometimes the cathedrals will do that
thing. It's just so sweet, and nice—it really is!
And moving, on some levels, to know that
somebody who doesn't even know you
face to face is praying for you.
Prayer is powerful stuff. And the thing is,
we don't always know how—we know God's
got something to do with it. We know that
You preached at the royal wedding—have
you found that people recognize you?
Yeah, periodically. Yeah. I was surprised! I
didn't expect that.
I mean, I'm not Denzel Washington. So it's
not like—it doesn’t happen on anybody, and I'm
on airplanes a lot. On the flight I was on
a couple weeks ago, going to California from
LAX, mid-flight, one of the flight attendants
brought me a paper napkin. She just
handed it to me and kept on going.
I looked at the napkin, and it said, “Can we
take a picture with you if you get a chance?”
I said, I'm going to frame that napkin.
It was a princess. So at some point I went up, and the
flight attendants all came out and we took a
selfie right there in the little cabin.
That does happen. The nice thing is, it
has opened some conversations with people—
conversations about real stuff.
Do you have any advice for, or anything
you want to say about, our new primate?
Oh, well. I've known her for a number of
years. We were together years ago on the
faculty of the College for Bishops. Living Our
Vows program, and now we've been working
together on the primary task force. So I've
known Linda over the years, from those
experiences.
She's deep, wise, and she's a broker. She
might not say that of herself, but she really is.
She can gently but clearly bring people together.
I don't have any great wisdom for her,
except by who you were called.
When I first became a bishop, an older
bishop, who's gone to glory now, took my
wife and me out to dinner. We were in North
Carolina; this was 21 years ago. He said to me
ask yourself, what was it about you—and he
didn't have to say to worry, now—what
was it about you that the people, the
clergy and the laity, saw that they suspected
And more important, that they saw as being
the kind of leader/partner that was
needed at this moment?
When I was a nominating for presiding bishop,
one of the four of us could have been
presiding bishop. We each had different sets of
gifts—so which set of gifts was needed for this
particular moment, that might not be needed
for another moment? My bishop said, “I
look into you and you are…”
You know how people say, “You the you
are?” That’s a little cheesy. But actually, you
who authentically are—that’s not your
personality. That’s what spiritual gifts, particular
characteristics you have are needed for this
particular moment. Live those gifts. Be that
And you’ll do your life for the reign of
God’s love in all of this—do we live our life
Shall be wonderful.
Reconciliation, restoration vision for Sorrento Centre, new executive director says

Since then, he says, the centre has evolved. It has grown in size—the 24-acre main campus now has multiple buildings, an RV park and tenting facility and an eight-acre farm, as well as a seasonal and permanent staff of about 40 people. Its focus has also broadened, to include the formation of youth leaders in the church and an ever-growing host of programs for lay and clergy.

“The spirit of the Sorrento Centre, from the very beginning, has always been this spirit [of wanting] to challenge ourselves and challenge others,” Shapcott says.

New additions to the programming this year will include, thanks to funding from the Anglican Foundation of Canada, a new initiative called Weaving Together, focused on different types of reconciliation. The winter season will also see a new residential youth program, developed in conjunction with the Anglican Church of Canada, the Winter Youth Leadership Development, or WYLD.

Alongside its programming, the centre also offers a place of retreat for individual parishes and dioceses.

While it has long been a place for spiritual retreat, two-thirds of the Sorrento Centre’s bookings come from non-Anglican guests and secular organizations. This is part of what has kept the centre financially viable—in fact, growing—Shapcott says, even as similar retreat centres in the Anglican and Episcopal churches have struggled financially and even closed in recent years.

Financial stewardship dovetails with ecological sustainability initiatives as well. The centre was gifted eight acres of farmland about 10 years ago, Shapcott says, on the condition that the land would be maintained and cultivated. “This year we’ve had a real effort. We brought in a new farmer, [and] our farm is an incredible place of abundance,” he says. The land has produced more than 1,000 tomato plants and enough broccoli to fill the cold storage of the centre’s commercial kitchen, he adds. They’ve also run teaching programs on the farm and donated some of its produce to a community food bank.

Shapcott also introduced solar panels to the centre’s roof. After some fundraising in the fall, the panels were installed during Holy Week and went operational May 1. The first month saw a 63% reduction in the electric bill, Shapcott says, and for 10 days of that month the panels were putting excess energy back into the B.C. hydro grid.

In the coming year, Shapcott says, the centre will also focus on investing in its buildings and land, replacing more than 100 toilets (“I call it the ‘Comfort and Joy’ initiative”), expanding the solar panels, and restoring a century-old heritage barn on the farm to turn it into a community learning centre for agriculture.

Beyond the physical updates to the property, Shapcott says his hope is to “continue to work with leaders in the church and in the community to continue to make the Sorrento Centre a place where we are able to convene the important conversations of our time.”

Many of the centre’s future plans revolve around reconciliation. On June 10, it was welcomed into the Community of the Cross of Nails, a reconciliation community based out of Coventry Cathedral in England. It has also received recognition of sustainable tourism practices through Biosphere certification by the UNESCO-supported Responsible Tourism Institute.

In addition, it has committed to a three-part reconciliation process: to “heal the wounds of history,” “celebrate diversity and difference” and “build a culture of peace and justice.”

The centre has welcomed Indigenous leaders and knowledge holders from the four bands in the local area to visit on site, and it has planned joint initiatives with its surrounding community, including a new affordable housing society.

2023 will mark the Sorrento Centre’s 60th anniversary, and looking toward it, the focus is on continuing to be “a generous host,” according to Shapcott. “We will continue to welcome upwards of 3,500, 4,000 people…over the coming year. We’ll feed them good meals with food from our farm. We’ll engage their hearts, minds and souls, and also challenge people both inside and outside the church to live more abundantly, fully and deeply.”

The spirit of the Sorrento Centre, from the very beginning, has always been this spirit [of wanting] to challenge ourselves and challenge others.

—The Rev. Michael Shapcott, executive director, Sorrento Centre
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Your opportunity to provide clean water gives families the opportunity to improve their health.

Well, well, well!
PWRDF’s new partner in Kenya, Uhooi Development Organization (UDO), is bringing clean water to rural communities by building shallow wells.

Share the load
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2. **40 chickens** $40
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4. **Two piglets** $30
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On the road – together

PWRDF supports the Anglican Church of Canada’s efforts to prevent Indigenous youth suicide by creating the Indigenous Healthy Pathways guide, Indigenous Catechist Training and revising the training resource “Suicide in Our Land.”
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Indigenous Programs

Invest in the future

Through the Nuu-Chah-Nulth Economic Development Corporation (NEDC) in Port Alberni, B.C., Indigenous youth can get training and mentoring as well as a $5,000 loan to start a business
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1a Shallow well - pipe up $65 ___ _____
1b Shallow well - get pumped $825 ___ _____
1c Shallow well - dig deep $3,000 ___ _____
2 Water accessibility $50 ___ _____
3 Water Pump attendant kit $150 ___ _____
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4 Mangroves $50 ___ _____
5 Emergency relief with CFGB $60 ___ _____
6 Healthy food $50 ___ _____
7 Training women farmers $50 ___ _____
End Hunger (p 2)
8 1 cow $200 ___ _____
9 1 goat $30 ___ _____
10 2 piglet $50 ___ _____
11 40 Chickens $40 ___ _____
12 20 kg bag of seeds $40 ___ _____
13 farm tools $30 ___ _____
14 organic farming supplies $50 ___ _____
15 pineapple seedlings $50 ___ _____
16 The whole farm $450 ___ _____

Better Health for All (p 3)
17 Safe birth $40 ___ _____
18 Medical equipment $60 ___ _____
19 Bike repair kits $30 ___ _____
20 Mosquito nets $50 ___ _____
21 Maternity ward equipment $50 ___ _____
22 Maison Dorcas $100 ___ _____
23 Substance abuse prevention $75 ___ _____

Indigenous Communities (p 4)
24a Youth Microfinance - Rev the engine $50 ___ _____
24b Youth Microfinance - Step on the gas $500 ___ _____
24c Youth Microfinance - Go full throttle $5,000 ___ _____
25 Suicide Prevention Programs $125 ___ _____

EVERY GIFT HERE! $9,390
(not including 1a, 1b, 16, 24a and 24b)

BONUS GENERAL GIFT TO PWRDF PROGRAMS $______
Total $______

To donate to the cost of an ambulance, visit pwrdf.org/worldofgifts
Committee examined nearly 200 hymns on topics ranging from inclusion to teen suicide

Continued from p. 1

for music directors and for priests who are looking for hymns that are affirming for the LGBT community. “I’ve been going through our hymn book and trying to change some of the language so that it’s more inclusive—so instead of ‘We are all God’s sons and daughters,’ using language like ‘We are all God’s precious children,’” they add. “But to have that resource already done for us in some way and to provide new music for us to use is absolutely incredible.”

The initiative for Songs for the Holy Other began in 2018 in St. Louis at the Hymn Society’s annual conference. Cedar Klassen, a Hymn Society member who identifies as “mostly Mennonite” but often attends Anglican services—and who, like Brouillard-Coyle, uses they/them pronouns—was talking with other members at the conference who shared an interest in queer hymns, when the idea emerged of putting together a queer hymn collection. The idea quickly gathered support during the five-day conference. The Hymn Society ultimately approved the formation of an eight-member volunteer committee, with Klassen elected as chair.

Over the course of the next year, the committee put out a call for submissions and reviewed submitted material, which included approximately 175 pieces of music. Members examined each piece, rated it and assembled the collection, officially launching it at the society’s 2019 conference. “There’s quite a breadth of content…. Everything in some way relates to the needs of the LGBTQ+ community,” Klassen says.

Musical styles run the gamut from contemporary worship songs to traditional hymns, from bluegrass to gospel. Approximately half the texts are written by members of the LGBTQ+ community, as noted in the index. “As far as text content, there are some that are laments, dealing with the hurt and exclusion that we’ve experienced in the church, which is a really important thing to have songs to sing about,” Klassen says. “I know folks in the Anglican denomination, some folks would be feeling that these days following synod.

“There are songs of inclusion. There are songs about our created belovedness—how God created us, God loves us, and our sexuality, our gender doesn’t change that. There’s a song or two that deal with same-gender marriage. Traditional marriage hymns often have words like husband and wife, man and woman. Those hymns don’t work great if the people getting married aren’t one man and one woman—if one of them is non-binary, or if both of them are women or both of them are men—and so we need hymns for that.

There’s one [that] deals with queer teen suicides—that’s ‘For All the Children’ by David Lohman. So there are [many] ones that have specific pastoral applications, and then there are ones that you can use whenever you’re talking about inclusion, acceptance.”

Brouillard-Coyle describes the selection of hymns as “fantastic.” “A lot of them use familiar tunes, which makes it easier for the congregation to pick up on and to teach during choir practice,” they say. “And some of them use new tunes as well, which is equally amazing.”

In the aftermath of the marriage canon vote at General Synod, Brouillard-Coyle says, many queer Anglican youth had struggled with their relationship to the Anglican Church of Canada. But for many, the experience has deepened their resolve to continue pushing for reforms within the church. For Brouillard-Coyle, that means studying to become a deacon. In moving forward, they draw inspiration from a quote by composer Leonard Bernstein. “This will be our reply to violence,” Bernstein said. “To make music more intensely, more beautifully, more devotedly than ever before.”
Retired bishop of Quebec to run for Greens in ‘election like no other’

Dennis Drainville, retired bishop of the diocese of Quebec, is re-entering politics by running for the Green Party of Canada in this fall’s federal election.

Drainville, who retired as bishop in 2017, announced June 5 he would be running for the Greens in the riding of Gaspésie-Les Îles-de-la-Madeleine, which covers a swathe of the Gaspé Peninsula as well as the Magdalen Islands.

Drainville, who served as a member of Bob Rae’s NDP government in Ontario 1990-93, says he’s been involved in politics in some capacity his entire life, so that returning to it feels second-nature to him. His decision to re-enter now, he says, was spurred by a realization that the coming vote, scheduled for Oct. 21, will be “an election like no other” because it will require “momentous decisions to be made on how to deal with the twin threats of climate change and unethic government.”

“Those of us who do it think that are going to be much more important than they’ve ever been in any other election,” he says. His switch from the NDP to the Greens, Drainville says, is due partly to a lengthy courtship by Green leader Elizabeth May.

May is also an Anglican, and for a time even studied to become a priest. But Drainville says this has nothing to do with his candidacy for the Greens. He says he and his wife, the Rev. Cynthia Patterson, came to befriend May through their shared social activism. When May was in Quebec City, she would often stay with them at the bishop’s residence, and they would talk politics.

“I would be interested in what’s going on in the House of Commons and the Senate, and we’d talk,” he says. “She’d always say, ‘You should really run again, for the Green party!’ And I’d laugh it off, because I certainly wasn’t going to do that when I was bishop of Quebec! That was not a possibility—but now I’m retired.”

Meanwhile, Drainville was becoming increasingly disenchanted with the NDP. Eventually, after a meeting with former party leader Tom Mulcair, Drainville said he became convinced that decision-making had become excessively concentrated in the leader’s office—as, he contends, it has in Canadian politics generally.

“We’ve seen in successive governments the buildup of the prime minister’s office, the concentration of power—and by concentrating power there is a commensurate erosion, if you will, of the work of Parliament,” he says. “This was certainly true when I was in the Rae government. Having been elected to the Legislative Assembly of Ontario, I naturally—being a bit of an idealist—believed that we would elect government differently. We didn’t. that’s the simple truth.”

Drainville quit the provincial NDP caucus in 1993, after voting against his own party’s budget when it proposed opening casinos in the province to raise revenues. He briefly sat as an independent, then left Ontario politics before his four-year term was over.

Drainville believes that a concentration of power in the hands of the executive branch has been accompanied by an increasing tendency in government to prioritize the interest of elites, the “1%,” that have close ties to government, and to disregard the views of elected representatives and the reports of the committees they sit on.

“Parliament is ineffective—we have no leadership, there’s a buildup of power in the prime minister’s office and we have leadership by 15-second sound bites, and Twitter and what have you. This is the politics of today,” he says.

“Governments today are becoming dangerous…. We should be electing leaders who care about the common good. They say they do, of course. The rhetoric is all there, but in fact when you see what they do and how they do it, they are not supporting the needs and aspirations of all Canadians. They have their own political and economic agenda and they pursue it, at times even ruthlessly.”

Drainville has been known to beat the odds—his victory in the provincial election of 1990 came as surprise to many observers of Ontario politics, because his riding was considered a safe one for the Liberals. But he says he has no illusions that the coming campaign will be easy.

“My winning in the riding here is a long shot—there’s no question, because the Greens are coming from zero,” he says. In the 2015 federal election, Liberal candidate Diane Lebouthillier garnered 39% of the votes, with the NDP following at 33%. The Greens mustered just under 5%, and the Conservatives at 39%.

On the other hand, he says he believes there’s currently widespread dissatisfaction in Canada both with the Liberals and the NDP that could allow him a chance.

“The question is, “he says, “are people willing to change in a real way and take a chance with somebody that comes at things from my clearly left-leaning approach to politics, and someone who talks about things the way I do?”

The Green Party of Canada will be the third political party Drainville has served as a candidate. He first ran for office as a Liberal in 1977 in the Toronto riding of Riverdale, when he was 23. Drainville left the Liberal party in 1978, and joined the NDP some years after that, after he had gotten to know Rae.

After his stint in Ontario provincial politics, Drainville ran as an NDP candidate in the Gaspé in the 1997 federal election. He served as a municipal councillor in the Gaspé city of Percé from 1995 to 2003.

▲ “Governments today are becoming dangerous…. They have their own political and economic agenda and they pursue it, at times even ruthlessly,” says Dennis Drainville, retired bishop of the diocese of Quebec.
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10 Canadian clergy-politicians

While it may seem unusual for a bishop to run for public office, Canada has a long tradition of ordained men and women in politics. Here’s a list of just some of them:

J.S. Woodsworth—Orind and served as a Methodist minister, but resigned in 1918 because of the church’s support for the war. Elected to the House of Commons in 1921, representing Winnipeg Centre, and remained an MP until his death in 1942. Was the first leader of the Co-operative Commonwealth Federation (CCF), predecessor of the NDP.

William Irvine—Orind a Methodist minister, but was accused of heresy and switched to Unitarianism in 1916. Led his congregation to form its own “People’s Church” in 1919. Elected as Dominion Labour Party MP for Calgary East in 1921-1925. Helped found the CCF and served as an MP for the CCF 1945-1949.

Stanley Knowles—Was raised a Methodist but was ordained a minister for the United Church of Canada in 1933, eight years after it was founded by the merger of the Methodist Church, Canada, with three other Protestant denominations. Joined the CCF in 1934 and was elected to the House of Commons, representing Winnipeg North Centre, in 1942, replacing Woodsworth. Served as an MP for the CCF 1942-1958, then from 1962-1984 for the NDP.

Tommy Douglas—Orind a Baptist minister in 1930. Joined the CCF and was elected to the House of Commons in 1935. Served as CCF premier of Saskatchewan 1944-1961, introducing the first system of universal health care in Canada; leader of the federal NDP from 1961 to 1971. Was an early advocate of not only Medicare but other social programs, such as a national pension plan, that would eventually be adopted by the federal government.


Bill Blair—Orind a United Church minister in 1978, and entered politics soon thereafter, becoming one of Canada’s longest continuously-serving parliamentarians. Served as NDP MP 1979-2008, and as a provincial MLA in Manitoba 2009-2011.

Stockwell Day—Raised Anglican but eventually converted to Pentecostalism and became assistant pastor at a Pentecostal school. Was PC MLA in Alberta 1986-2000; became head of the federal Canadian Alliance in 2000 but was defeated by Jean Chrétien’s Liberals the same year. Held cabinet positions under Conservative Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s government until 2010.


Cheri DiNovo—United Church minister, ordained in 1996. Served as NDP MP in Ontario 2006-2017. DiNovo often addressed poverty-related issues, such as minimum wage, welfare rates and affordable housing.

Don Meredith—Pentecostal minister. Served on Senate from 2010-2017, resigned after an investigation into sexual misconduct by the Senate ethics officer.
Continued from p. 1

groups and partner organizations marks a change from the 2015 federal election, when the Anglican Church of Canada released its own election resource highlighting 10 different justice issues.

Ryan Weston, lead animator of Public Witness for Social and Ecological Justice, said the shift in approach emerged out of discussions with the ELCIC.

“We decided in conversation with the Lutherans that we would go this way together…. It makes it a bit less work for us and, I think, avoids some duplication,” Weston said.

He added, “What we hope these resources will do is just to put the issues in front of people and not give them instruction on how to vote or what answer they want—but to think about the questions and what’s important to them, from their own faith perspective and from their perspective as citizens able to vote.”

The CCC and CPJ resources draw upon previous work from each ecumenical organization, bringing attention to issues that have obtained a broad consensus among Canadian churches regarding their significance in federal politics. Both are available for download in PDF format or as hard copies at the CCC and CPJ websites, respectively.

The CPJ’s 2019 election bulletin, “Shaping a Just Canada,” focuses on four key issues: democratic participation and electoral reform; ending poverty in Canada; ensuring climate justice; and upholding refugee rights.

The document includes information about each issue, questions to ask federal candidates and links to additional resources. In advance of the election, CPJ representatives will be touring 11 cities across Canada to speak with people about issues raised in the election bulletin.

Karri Munn-Venn, senior policy analyst for CPJ, is an Anglican who worships at All Saints Anglican Church Westboro in Ottawa. She says that CPJ determines its positions on each issue through a combination of research, discussion internally and with partner organizations, and discernment rooted in scripture and on how “we understand our Christian calling to seek love and justice and the flourishing of creation.”

That process of discernment often shows overlap between seemingly unconnected issues.

“For example, on the issue of climate change, which is the [issue] I’m most familiar with, we know that Indigenous people, people living in poverty and newcomers to Canada are more likely to be more immediately impacted by climate change, often because of where they live and the more limited resources that they have,” Munn-Venn said.

“But we also know internationally, one of the major contributing factors to global migration is the climate crisis—that people are being forced to move either within their own countries or across borders to seek refuge, because where they have been is no longer livable as a result of climate change.”

The CCC’s resource, which was still being prepared at the time this article was written, has a similar format to the CPJ election bulletin. It focuses on several issues that the council has worked on—such as nuclear disarmament, climate change, poverty reduction and refugee justice—and likewise includes background on each issue, questions to ask candidates and links to related documents or resources produced by the CCC.

Peter Noteboom, general secretary of the CCC, wrote the resource. He described a need for Christians to educate themselves on the issues and participate in the federal election as being rooted in the very tenets of their faith.

“I have always heard Anglicans say this is part of [their] baptismal commitments and vows,” Noteboom said.

“I think our commitment as Christians and as Christian communities to human rights, to seeing faith influence and shape and have an enlightening…effect on public life, is really important. I think faith communities have something unique to offer in that sense.”
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Bible Readings November 2019

1 Ephesians 1.1-23
2 Psalms 44.1-26
3 Luke 19.1-10
4 Luke 19.11-27
5 Luke 20.1-18
7 Job 19.13-29
8 2 Thessalonians 1.1-12
9 2 Thessalonians 2.1-17
10 Haggai 1.1-15
11 Haggai 2.1-3
12 Habakkuk 3.1-19
13 Malachi 1.1-14
14 Malachi 2.1-17
15 Malachi 3.13-4.6
16 2 Thessalonians 3.1-18
18 Luke 21.20-38
19 Luke 22.31-53
20 Luke 22.54-71
21 Luke 23.1-25
23 Luke 24.36-53
24 Jeremiah 23.1-8
25 Isaiah 2.1-5
26 Zephaniah 1.1-18
27 Zephaniah 2.1-5
28 Zephaniah 3.1-20
29 Luke 17.20-37
30 John 1.35-51
Joelle Kidd
STAFF WRITER

While the role of deacon in the church can be traced back to the Book of Acts and through a period of flourishing in 100-600 CE, the revival of this ministry in the Anglican church is a fairly recent phenomenon. According to the diocese of New Westminster Deaconu Handbook, the 1968 Lambeth conference acknowledged the diaconate as a ministry “necessary to the Church of Christ” and recommended no longer regarding the diaconate as an inferior order. Since then, lifelong or vocational deacons, who are ordained in but not employed by the church, have been a growing presence in the Anglican Church of Canada.

But what exactly does this vocation encompass? People often ask two questions, says Canon Nancy Ford, president of the Association of Anglican Deacons in Canada (AADC) and deacon to the city at Christ Church Cathedral in Victoria: what is a deacon and what does a deacon do?

“I think being a deacon is more important than what a deacon does,” she says. While there are differences across dioceses in terms of how a deacon functions in a parish, “that liturgical function is only made real through the ministry in community.”

At the heart of being a deacon is collaboration, Ford says. On a basic level, deacons assist in the liturgy—though, Ford notes, she resists the implication in the word “assist” that a deacon is a less active presence at the altar. “We support and pray and are present to not merely assist but to collaborate with the presider.”

Collaboration is also the role of the deacon in engaging with the wider community. “Deacons encourage, nurture and help the faithful to move into different ways of being, living their baptismal ministry outside the four walls,” she says. “One image is that we’re sort of standing at the church door, welcoming people in, but also welcoming the church out into the world, facilitating that,” says the Rev. Ron Berezan, a deacon at St. David and St. Paul Anglican Church in Powell River, B.C. Berezan, 57, was ordained in June 2017. He runs a business called The Urban Farmer, through which he teaches gardening and permaculture (a design practice that encourages natural ecosystems), facilitates community food security projects and brings groups to Cuba to see organic farms and agricultural projects. Food security and the environment are also essential parts of his diaconal ministry, and he calls himself an “eco-deacon.”

“I’ll admit that the first time I saw myself in a collar, I almost died—it was so strange! But I’ve come to feel quite comfortable with that symbol…. I feel I’m able to sort of hold that space, to stand in that place of saying, ‘there’s still something alive in this tradition to me, that I want to place myself within it’— and I think there are possibilities for it to be positively transformative in the world.”

For many people who eventually become deacons, feeling a call to serve the church is coupled with a desire to perform social justice work. Ford says she has seen, over the years, “a shift from sanctuary focus to seeing—and I still love the language of this—deacons as icons of service in liturgy, rather than a non-stipendiary clergy who’s there to help the priest. For me there’s a real difference. So there’s that whole sense of being called into liturgy but also being called into advocacy and social justice concerns.”

The Rev. Peggy Trendell-Jensen, 53, was ordained as a deacon in June 2018 and serves at St. Clement’s Anglican Church in Lynn Valley, a North Vancouver neighbourhood. There is no “wonderful mountain top story” about the moment she decided to become a deacon; she tells the Journal in an email. “My ordination was a happy milestone along the way, but it was part of a continuum of my spiritual life.” Trendell-Jensen decided to enter the discernment process halfway through her four-year Education for Ministry program, under the direction of a mentor who was a deacon.

Trendell-Jensen, who works as a decision writer at the College of Physicians and Surgeons of B.C., says her deacon role involves serving in the liturgy, preaching every month or so and being “a regular friendly presence” at a local home for men in recovery. She also manages the parish’s website, newsletter and social media feeds. She is one of Christ Church Cathedral’s regular compline officiates and plays “an occasional role in diocesan worship services and committees.” She also helps develop programs and awareness activities.

Being a deacon means “living with a joyful heart,” she says. “I think a well-supported diaconate is a great gift to the Anglican Church of Canada; deacons bring a different focus, wide-ranging life experiences, skills from other careers, knowledge from different sectors, and the enthusiasm to put it all to good use!”

For Berezan, becoming a deacon felt like an affirmation of what he was already doing. “Our wonderful Bishop Melissa [Skelton]… said, ‘We really hope that it’s a continuity for people—it’s a way of saying, you are ministering to the church and the world as a deacon, and we would like to ordain you to really bless and affirm that.’ To me that makes a lot of sense… it’s been a deepening and a kind of integrating, I would say, of different threads of my life into a way that is a little more explicitly connected to church and a little more explicitly of service.”

Berezan’s ministry includes a community permaculture project on the church property called Sycamore Commons, as well as serving in the liturgy and facilitating events like a Richard Rohr discussion group and an outdoor, creation-centred liturgy
Deacons Peggy Trendell-Jensen (right) and Elizabeth Mathers (left) with transitional deacon Alecia Greenfield at the Vancouver Pride Parade

The Rev. Ron Berezan, who calls himself an “eco-deacon,” is an educator on ecological and food sustainability.

At the Anglican Church of Canada, the “golden standard” for deacon training is the Master of Divinity degree. The Rev. Ron Berezan, who calls himself an “eco-deacon,” is an educator on ecological and food sustainability.
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When I started, deacons were rare in the Anglican Church of Canada,” says the Rev. Michael Jackson, 79. Ordained more than 40 years ago, in 1977 (he says he is the church’s longest-serving deacon), Jackson says he’s seen a dramatic change in the number of deacons and acceptance of the diacorate.

The diaconate is important today because we live in a post-Christian society, Jackson says. “The world at large is largely indifferent to the Christian message, and it seems to me that deacons, as people rooted in the Christian community, can make a difference to the outreach and perception of the Christian churches in the world.”

Ford and Jackson both see ecumenical relationships as an important element of the diaconate. The AADC is a member of World Diakonia, a global interdenominational gathering of deacons, and Diakonia of the Americas and Caribbean (DOTAC), one of its member communities.

Path—and vocational deacons. “That…and perhaps reinforces the misconception that the diaconate is a stepping stone to the priesthood,” says Berezan.

Ford says the church can help support the diaconate by clearly recognizing it as “a separate and equal order” and supporting diaconal training programs like those offered by the Centre for Christian Studies.

Ford points to the Iona Report on the Diacorate, released by the Anglican Church of Canada in 2016, as the “gold standard of bringing forward and looking at, with depth and focus, what it is that a deacon is called into.” The report frames a deacon’s role through “competencies,” and lists, with an acknowledgment that these areas of focus deepen over time, benchmarks to be met at selection, at ordination, and through lifelong learning.

Ford estimates that there are around 425 deacons in the Anglican Church of Canada.
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The diaconate is important today because we live in a post-Christian society, Jackson says. “The world at large is largely indifferent to the Christian message, and it seems to me that deacons, as people rooted in the Christian community, can make a difference to the outreach and perception of the Christian churches in the world.”

Ford and Jackson both see ecumenical relationships as an important element of the diaconate. The AADC is a member of World Diakonia, a global interdenominational gathering of deacons, and Diakonia of the Americas and Caribbean (DOTAC), one of its member communities.

While there are different denominations who come together to learn. My experience is, we find a lot of commonalities. We may have some theological differences, but when it comes to the work we do…those things really are brushed to the side as we explore how we do

diaconal ministry,” Ford says. On a more local level, she says that interdenominational meetings take place about once a month in her diocese, with deacons from the Lutheran, United, Presbyterian and Anglican churches.

Last year, Jackson, with the help of a grant from the Anglican church’s Ministry Investment Fund, helped organize an ecumenical conference on the diaconate in partnership with the Roman Catholic and Ukrainian Orthodox churches. The discussions at the conference led Jackson to edit a book of essays, The Diaconate in Ecumenical Perspective: Ecclesiology, Liturgy and Practice, published Aug. 1 by U.K.-based Sacristy Press.

The conference covered topics like the theological basis of the diaconate, the transitional diaconate, the prophetic ministry of the deacon, social action, the deacon in liturgy and women in the diaconate, Jackson says.

Deacons can learn from each other by talking ecumenically, he adds. For example, he believes the Anglican church can learn from the Roman Catholic approach to training. “They tend to be much more rigorous in the way they educate and form and train deacons than we are.”

The diaconate can lend itself to two extremes, he says—on one hand, a liturgical functionary; on the other a social activist with only “a loose connection” to the church. “In this book and this conference, we said, it’s all of that. [Deacons] have an important liturgical role…and then at the other end, they also have to be involved in service to the community, to the marginalized, to those in need.”

Berezan sees the diaconate as a rich, ancient tradition that is still being recovered and that will play a key role in the church’s future. “We are in a time of fantastic change, culturally…. We are already having to reimagine what it means to be faithful and to be church in this time. That’s nothing new; the church has had to do that throughout history. What that’s going to look like, I don’t know. But I’m pretty confident that deacons are going to play a big role.”
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Athabasca bishop resigns, moves to Texas

Tali Fokin

Almost exactly a decade after being elected bishop of the diocese of Athabasca, Fraser Lawton is resigning to take up positions with the Episcopal Church’s diocese of Dallas.

Lawton’s resignation, already submitted to the diocese’s executive council, was scheduled for Sept. 8, according to an article in the September issue of the Messenger, the newspaper of the dioceses of Athabasca and Edmonton. Jason Haggstrom, now dean of Athabasca, was to begin serving as administrator of the diocese beginning on that date, and an electoral synod to choose a new bishop was scheduled for Nov. 16.

In a column in the same issue, Lawton said he would be serving as rector of the Church of St. Dunstan in Mineola, Texas, and would also be an assisting bishop for the Episcopal Church's diocese of Dallas.

According to the diocese's website, an assisting bishop—as opposed to an assistant bishop—is normally tasked with providing short-term help.

Lawton said that he and his wife, Veronica, had been anticipating that he would remain as bishop of Athabasca up to his retirement, until the diocese of Dallas approached him about the positions.

"Initially, we declined the offer," he wrote. "After much prayer, counsel, agonising, and various forms of spiritual confirmations we came to the conclusion that God is indeed calling us to leave Athabasca for Dallas."

According to the Messenger, the diocese of Dallas has been supportive of the diocese of Athabasca for a number of years, and in 2018, Lawton spent some sabbatical time at St. Dunstan’s.

His episcopal work, Lawton said, will be mostly in rural northeast Texas.

"This has been a heart-rending time with many tears (and many more to come) as Veronica and I prepare to leave," he added. "I will miss Athabasca deeply. It has been my home, both before ordination and in ministry, for about 39 years … Nonetheless, we feel it is critical to be obedient to God, and we desire to always walk in His will."

Born in Saskatoon, Lawton has lived in Alberta since he was eight, according to a biography on the diocese of Athabasca website. He received an MDiv from the College of Emmanuel and St. Chad, Saskatoon, and was ordained a priest in 1994. He served in three parishes in the diocese of Athabasca and was rector of St. Thomas’s Anglican Church in Fort McMurray, Alta., when he was elected bishop on Sept. 19, 2009.

His work for the Anglican Church of Canada includes membership in the Council of General Synod and attendance at every General Synod since 1998. Lawton has also served as a member of the church’s financial management committee.

Diocese of Huron announces nominees for bishop

Joelle Kidd

The Election Procedures Committee of the diocese of Huron has announced the nominees for bishop of the diocese, to be chosen at an electoral synod Oct. 26.

The names of the candidates, who were nominated by Huron’s diocesan council, were announced on Aug. 12. On Aug. 14, the list was updated to include William Cliff, bishop of the diocese of Brandon, who was nominated by the House of Bishops.

The candidates are: Bishop William Cliff, Archdeacon Timothy Dobbin, Dean Paul Millward, Archdeacon Tanya Phibbs and Canon Todd Townsend.

The diocesan council proposed its nominees in a secret ballot at its meeting July 27. At that meeting, the council also requested nominations from the House of Bishops.

CLASSIFIEDS

BOOK

A Bishop’s Wife: The Road Less Travelled: A Biography of Ann Shepherd (1928-2014), compiled and illustrated by her daughter Mary Shepherd, is now in print. This compelling collection of letters, interviews and stories spanning eight decades, chronicles her wise words, wild fashions and her time as “Bishop’s Assistant.” She navigated the road “less travelled” with all its adventures and challenges with wit, wisdom and faith and wowed the critics at every stop!

The book can be ordered by contacting her daughter at marymathilda@hotmail.com or (361) 487-0126.
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c. "Labels are shifting" as semantics adapt, collaborate

Continued from p. 3

Though residual evidence of those traditions and influences remain—Wycliffe tends to enrol more Pentecostal and Baptist students, while Trinity is recruiting an increasing number of Eastern Orthodox students—outlier differences have largely broken down.

"Those residual definitions dictate us a lot less than they did at one time... They once did represent deep theological dispositions, but not anymore," Gordon says. "But today, those distinctions are lost on a lot of people, even our clergy."

Brittain concurs: "(in the Anglican Church of Canada, in general), those labels are shifting somewhat as the churches try to think about how to respond to church
decline and think about responding to a largely non-church environment," he says. "The labels 'high church' and 'low church' don't mean a whole lot to people, so there's lots of rethinking."

Greater intermingling of traditions also extends to the Toronto School of Theology (TST), of which both Wycliffe and Trinity are members and which consists of seven colleges from different denominations at the University of Toronto. Staff members from each college meet together at least twice a year, but graduate students take courses in different institutions.

"When you talk about a school, it means there's a commonality, a coming together, a shared repertoire," TST interim director J. Gordon says.

"There's a commonality, a coming together."
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EDUCATION DIRECTORY

HARVARD COLLEGE

Toronto: Harvarg College has been preparing young women to make a difference in the world since 1894. "If you're an Anglican values and traditions, and the school community grows with the Chapel for Ministry. Harvarg College is a" vision of the world. A special highlight is our traditional Carol Service held at St. Paul's Anglican Church, the school's original parish. Today Harvarg girls develop into extraordinary young women, showing minds, global capability and self-awareness. They are encouraged to investigate and explore the world around them, discover their unique capabilities. As Old Girls, the school is proud of the 9500 alumnae who are connected to each other and the world. To learn more about the Harvarg College visit www.harvard.on.ca or contact the Administration Office at (416) 967-0024

THE CENTRE FOR CHRISTIAN STUDIES

In a time of spiritual seeking, leadership that reaches out and connects is needed more than ever. THE CENTRE FOR CHRISTIAN STUDIES offers community-based theological education grounded in the life and ministry of Jesus in the Anglican and United Churches. A time to reflect. A place to celebrate. A "Life" and "Certified" purpose, you can learn about yourself as a leader, lay the foundation for a life of service and life-long ministry through the lenses of pastoral care, education and social justice. You can explore what it means to be a deacon in the Anglican tradition in a course called "Ministering by Word & Example". Or, if you are lay already ordained, our program offers rich life-long learning opportunities in an open, diverse and creative environment. The world is hungry for spiritual connection. Courses coming in up or wait.

HURON UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Huron University College is an Anglican, and the founding college of the University of Western University, London, ON. Since 1863, Huron graduates have gone on to be leaders in Canada and around the world in the Church, education, business, politics, non-profit organizations and more. Huron offers BA programs in Religion & Theology, Global Studies, Economics, English, French, East Asia Studies, Jewish Studies, History, Management, Philosophy, Political Studies, Psychology, and a range of additional programs. Huron's Faculty of Theology provides the highest quality theological education to full- and part-time students through its diplomas (LTh) and continuing education programs.

Huron students are supported in active learning with dedicated professors who engage, challenge, and champion students within a close-knit and diverse community. With full access to the resources of Western, a major research university, Huron offers a world of opportunities. To arrange a visit or more information, please contact us! Email hurontours@uwo.ca Telephone: (519) 661-2724 Website: www.huron.ca

TRINITY COLLEGE

Offers dynamic and sophisticated theological programs, focused on preparing students to engage with the needs of contemporary society and to contribute to the future of God's church. Trinity is rooted in the liberal tradition of the Reformation, while embracing a variety of expressions of Christianity, including a vibrant Eastern Orthodox community. The Faculty of Divinity enjoys particular expertise in historical and contemporary forms of Greek and Hebrew languages and literature, ethics and theology, Anglican and Eastern Orthodox studies, philosophy of religion, and congregational studies. In ecumenical collaboration with the Toronto School of Theology and in federation with the University of Toronto, the Faculty of Divinity offers the following degree programs:

MDIV, MTS, MA, TIM, DIM, and PhD. Short-course certificate programs also available, with concentrations that include Anglican Studies, Orthodox Studies, and Diaconal Ministry.

For more information please contact: Faculty of Divinity, Trinity College, 100 Bloor St West, Toronto, ON M5S 2B8. (416) 978-2155 divinity@trinity.utoronto.ca

TORONTO SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

called to educate and form thoughtful, engaged and generous disciples of Jesus Christ for the common good. Toronto School of Theology at the University of Toronto is an evangelical Anglican

THORNELOE UNIVERSITY

Sudbury, Ontario: An innovative and thriving Anglican college within Laurentian University, our Mission Partners, Ancilla Studies, Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies and Religious Studies programs lead to the Bachelor's degree. We also offer Theology at the Bachelor's, Diploma, and Certificate programs available on campus and by distance education.

For more information, please contact Paul Kavan-Flynn at Saint Paul University, 225 Main Street, Ottawa, ON K1S 4C4. (613) 235-1593, ext. 2427) - 800-637-6859

Wycliffe college at the University of Toronto is an Anglican evangelical community of learning within the Toronto School of Theology offering both masters level and advanced degrees programs. Our programs are designed to challenge, develop and equip students with the knowledge and skills necessary to lead their faith and provide leadership as either ordained or lay leaders in dioceses, congregations and wider communities. Innovative programs have been introduced such as the Master of Divinity and the Master of Theological Studies in Development (MSTD).

The facility of part time study and online learning in the masters programs provide a flexible program for a variety of students in all programs is available. Visit us at www.wycliffe.on.ca or telephone (519) 456-3547 for further information.
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“Together, let us pray that all may continue to celebrate the presence of God in our lives and in our world.” — Archbishop and Primate Linda Nicholls, General Synod 2019

We invite you to honour our beloved church in welcome and support of the Primate’s ministry.